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Preface:

The Rebaz Foundation is a non-governmental charitable organization
established in 2007 by a group of young concern activist in the United
Kingdom. As the first health and educational NGO operating in Kurdistan
the Foundation is working for the development of the Kurdish region in the
areas of health and education. The Foundation's goal is to empower youth
in Kurdistan to become outstanding citizens in using their capacities as
well as their abilities to make the necessary changes in all aspects of their
community.
Our Foundation:

The Foundation is a non-governmental charitable organization.
Established in 2007 in the United Kingdom by a group of young
Concerned activist. The Foundation has been registered as an
international Foundation through the ministering of planning.
The Foundation is managed through 5 elected board of trustees.
As the first health and educational NGO operating in Kurdistan the
Foundation is working for the development of the Kurdish region in
the areas of health, education and civic resources.
The Foundation's goal is to empower youth of Kurdistan to become
outstanding citizens in using their capacities as well as their abilities
to make the necessary change in all aspects of their community.
To support Kurdish students to achieve a higher standard education,
especially in fields that do not exist in Kurdistan/Iraq.
Our Aims:

Promoting health and education as well as civil resources in the
Kurdistan region.
Empowering young citizens to become engaged in civic participation.
Assisting Kurdish students in attaining contemporary education.
Supporting students in the establishment of grass forums.
Supporting young people to be key actors in nurturing a value system
in their societies where it respects human rights and dignity of all
people.
Raising awareness in people’s natural capacities and bringing in
expertise to draw own their capacities.
The improvement of health sectors through training, as well as
providing advanced equipment.
Creating opportunities for education fills not in existence in Kurdistan
region.
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What We Do:

Develop opportunities for students to obtain advanced education
abroad.
Raising awareness on health issue.
Bringing inventive expertise in areas of Health and Education to Iraq
and Kurdistan.

In Kurdistan we provide:

Lectures as well as students with sufficient training in Universities as
well as colleges.
Health and Academic workshop/seminars.
Mobile teams in rural areas targeting vulnerable population providing
services in what we do.
Raising awareness through open dialogue in areas of civic
participation, gender equality amongst young citizens.
Training for field staff in the Health sectors.
Sufficient medical equipments in health services.
Training for young people to become engaged in civic participation,
capitalizing on their natural and abilities.
Location:

The Foundation has two accessible Offices, one in Erbil the Capital of
Kurdistan Region and the other one in Sulaimaniya north of Iraq.

Board of Trustees:

1- Darbaz Kosrat Rasul (Chair)
2- Shakew Kostrat Rasul (Treasurer)
3- Dr. Jwan Ihsan Fawzi (Secretary)
4- Dr. Kawan Othman (Member)
5- Halat Hamawandi (Coordinator)
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Report of the Chair
Several changes have been seen in this year of working, while some changes
were seen in the political, administrational, cultural and social sides of the
community. Some of these changes affected the range of organizational and
governmental works in Iraqi Kurdistan. The tenses and conflicts of 17th of
February, which lasted for more than two months, had brought about
instability and froze some political, economical and even organizational
works in some ways.
Despite the above mentioned tribulations our Foundation was able to
perform its projects and activities without hesitation and was capable of
making vital and luminous projects across Kurdistan region.
Our projects were various and they covered all areas of Iraqi Kurdistan.
The Foundation was able to create useful local and international links to
promote its relation and programs in future. Among those international sides
were Australian Spectrum and Swedish SIDA. We were able to provide
several scholarships in Australia for Kurdish students to study MA and PhD
and sending a group to Australia to participate in a leadership course, as well
as sending a staff to Sweden to attend an international training course about
the human rights. Among others were UNISCO, UNICEF and USAID
organizations.
Our projects have progressed especially in the field of Health and Education.
We were able to build a health center in Shakrali village/ Sharazoor area in
which 8 other villages will get benefit from. The Foundation has opened
several training courses to physicians, health officers, patients and
employees of most areas of Kurdistan.
Opening an awareness sector in Shorsh for training pregnant women was
another luminous project of the Foundation while thousand of leaflets about
deadly and transmitted diseases were published and distributed among all
the sectors of our community.
In the education sector the Foundation gained several great achievements
such as sponsoring 146 students to study at Cihan University as well as
sponsoring 15 anfal family members to study at Technical Institute of
Chamchamal. Several other educational training courses were opened to
raise the educational awareness among the community.
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Our Foundation is open to welcome people and support them to promote the
civic recourses while many seminars, courses about human rights, women
rights, and children rights were done. For the coming year we will open a
huge hospital (Par Hospital) in Erbil which includes 93 beds and more than
30 various operation can be done in the hospital which will be specified to
Anfal and martyred families.
In the coming year we wish to be more active and perform better works and
activities.
Hereby I would like to thank the previous board members and staff of Rebaz
Foundation who worked selflessly to promote the Foundation. I congratulate
the new selected board members while I thank them for reelecting me as the
chair of the Foundation. It is great to see that the Foundation has made its
election successfully to elect 5 board members. Now the board members
become 5 instead of 7 members. I wish them to work in a great way to
develop the future works and activities of the Foundation and Kurdish
community.
Chair of Rebaz Foundation
Darbaz Kosrat Rasool
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Report of General Coordinator
Rebaz Foundation in 2011 faced fewer difficulties to manage and supervise
the works and projects in comparison to the previous years while the
Foundation was capable of performing new effective standard projects and
activities in the most areas of Kurdistan.
The total number of the projects was increased as in this year the Foundation
has implemented 57 useful and effective projects. In this year of work the
Foundation employed a new manager to the Foundation who started working
on 1/1/2011 as a suitable person to arrange the administrational works of the
Foundation.
The Foundation also made its election to specify the new board members in
which 5 new members were elected. The nominees are (Mr. Darbaz
Kosrat/Chair, Mr. Shakew Kosrat/ Tresurer, Dr. Jwan Ihsan/ Secretary, Dr.
Kawan Othman/Member and Mr. Halat Hamawandi/coordinator).
I would like to thank the previous members for what they have done to
promote the Foundation, while I wish all the best and success to the new
members.
In 2011 staff of the Foundation participated in several training and
workshops arranged by (USAID, IREX NDI COMMUNITIES UPBED
AUSID and SARDAM INSTITUTE.
In this year Rebaz Foundation tried to make projects to cover all areas of
Kurdistan. The main focus of the projects was women, children and youth.
The Foundation tried to make local and international links which will lead to
have effective and multilateral projects and activities in the future.
We were able to sponsor 146 students to study BA at Cihan University (at
the colleges of Pharmacy, Law, Biology, Finance and Administration,
Accounting, IT and English Language). All the sponsored students were
from poor, Anfal and martyred families of Kurdistan.
Another attempt to promote education was sponsoring 15 Anfal family
members to study at the Technical Institute of Chamchamal.
The projects of our Foundation were in the sectors of health, education,
civic, training, awareness, donation, financial support, women issue and
scientific and academic guidance.
Opening a pregnancy care unit in Shorsh and building a health center in
Shakrali village were among the decisive projects that the Foundation has
implemented.
I hope we could gain better achievements in the coming year especially in
the fields of health and education. Hereby, I would like to congratulate
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Chair, Board members, manager and all the staff of the Foundation for what
they have done in the year 2011.
General Coordinator
Halat Hamawandi
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Those NGOs and CSOs that staff of the Foundation attended their courses and
trainings:
-

AUSAID fellowship
UNAMI
CDO
UNICEF
USAID
IREX
UPBED COMMUNITIES
SARDAM Institute
NED

Those NGOs and SCOs that got benefit from our projects:
-

Aria clinic center
Kurdistan nest organization
Health awareness center
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The International organizations and Companies that Rebaz Foundation has
partnership with:
1- World Youth Peace Organization (WYPO).
2- IOM - International Organization for Migration
3- CSI
4- Peace Wind Japan (PWJ)
5- VOCA
6- DAI
7- Dana gas
8- Crescent and Petroleum
9- The Child Rights International Organization-USA
10- Iraqi Community Action Program
11- UNOPS
12- Generation Iraq
13- ISG - International Solution Group
14- American Embassy
15- Genocide Watch
16- Kurdish- Japanese Solidarity
17- Alsaid Foundation
18- Clinton Foundation
19- Evyln Old field Unit/UK
20- PRAXIS/UK
21- IWPR - Institute of War and Peace Reportage
22- International Committee of the Red Cross in Iraq/Sulaimani
23- French TV (PLUS)
24- French TV (ART)
25- British TV (BBC)
26- American TV (NBC)
27- UNICEF
28- USIP(United State Institute of peace)
29- NDI
30- NPA
31- UK University Representatives.
32- NED
33- USAD
34- School age and Child Care-USA
35- American Voice Association
36- UNISCO
37- SIDA
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Name of the Local Organizations that Rebaz Foundation has Partnership with:
Hataw Organization
K. C.N
Shabang Group in Garmyan
Przhan Culture Org.
Babagwrgwr Organization
Youth Center of Kifry
Youth Promoting Center / Qladze
Youth Promoting Center / Bazyan
Hana Organization for Children
New Life Organization for Anfal Women
Asuda Organization
Zanwr Cultural Group
Rzgary Organization / Smud
Youth Ability Promoting Group / Kerkuk
Journalist syndicate / Kerkuk
Squirrel House
Civil Developing Organization / CDO
Women empowerment Center
Public Aid Organization
Civil Developing Organization / Dwzkhwrmatw
Martyr Aram Organization for Developing Civic Culture
Kurdish Cultural Institute in Sulaimany
Gali Kurdistan TV
Nawroz TV
Kurdsat TV
Sardam Institute
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Name of the Universities and Institutions that Rebaz Foundation is in contact
with:
1-American University of Iraq- Sulaimania (AUI_S)
2- Jihan University/Erbil
3- Kurdistan University
4- University of Sulaimani
5- University of Salahadin
6- University of Koya
7- Board of Technical Study in Kurdistan (Including 22 Colleges and Institution.
8- University of Qaradax.
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Our Partners from KRG:
- Ministry of Planning.
- Ministry of Health.
- Ministry of Education.
- Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research.
- Ministry of work and social affairs.
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Survey of the implemented projects 2008-2011
Education
Health
Services

2008
29
4
11

2009
14
5
4
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2010
23
21
6

2011
34
18
5

List

of

the

costs
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(Projects

of

2011

NO.

1.

Name of the project

Violence among families

Date

1.1.110.11

Number
Of
Beneficiaries

10.

Budget

556500

Duration

1 month

Place
Said Sadiq,
Takia, Arbat,
Chamchamal
and Dukan

Aim of the project

To reduce the consequences of
violence and gender and to
educate the members through
families.

Chamchamal,
Koya, Rania,

2.

Opening several workshops
about developing capacity
for art teachers

Qaladze,
111.110.11

032

526500

1 month

Halabja,
Chwarta,

To support students and enhance
their capacities and introducing
their rights through painting.

Sharazoor
area
Hajitan,
Qamchoxai
taza, Dukan,
Distributing story books
3.

among children.

121.110.11

400

500000

1 week

Sosekan,
Gechina,
Arisha, Kotal,
Durkan, Kani
Shok,
Moqhaqh,

To encourage children to read
books and making them how to
use their spare time.

Piramagron

Basta,

Opening a health awareness
4.

course.

.11.010.11

757000

64

1 week

Maradu,

Raising awareness of those
women regarding health issues1

Surgla, Razga

Distributing first aid boxes
5.

among Shelters in Sulaimani

.41.010.11

33

110000

.31.010.11

00

235000

1.1.010.11

5.

Donated
By other
sides

.21.010.11

11.

Donated
By other
sides

2 days

2000000

1 week

Providing Sport needs to a
6.

sport team in Erbil

2 days

Sulaimani

3 days

Erbil

2 days

Sulaimani

To support those women and
protect their lif.

Enhancing sport in that areas.

Distributing gift among
7.

orphanage house in
Sulaimani

8.

Distributing books among
kindergartens

Takia,

Supporting children and enhancing
their capacities.

Qaradagh

To support and encourage children
to read books.

Sharazoor
Shakrali
Village

To provide health services to those
areas which need such kind of
service and support.

Providing all the office
equipment to martyr Rebaz
9.

health

141.010.11

center.

1

.01.310.11

33

136....

2 days

Zrgweez

Providing the necessary
educational needs to the children
of those areas.

.41.310.11

6..

003...

3 days

Takia and
Dukan

To promote the capacity of
children.

.21.310.11

1

1......

1 day

Sulaimani

To support that person to be cured
from his health problem.

.11.310.11

36

306...

2 days

Sulaimani

To encourage women to continue
study and provide a bright future
for themselves.

131.310.11

4.

013...

3 days

Kfri and Kalar

To aware police officers regarding
their treatment with those who are
imprisoned.

Providing educational needs
10.

to homeless children.

Providing stationaries and
11.

story books to children of
kindergartens

12.

Supporting a patient
financially.
Distributing gifts among
those women who came

13.

back to study
and education.
Opening several awareness
courses about attitude and

14.

behavior for police
department

Runaki

Providing educational needs
15.

to sightless Students.

.31.610.11

3.

03....

2 days

Institute in
Sulaimani

Publishing and distributing
16.

4000 leaflets about

To support the sightless students
and encourage them to love lif.

031.610.11

6...

413...

Brucellosis disease.

2

1 month

All areas

To aware people about this kind of
disease and how they can protect
them from for it.

Supporting Students of
17.

Topxana/ Martyr Rebaz and

.11.310.11

333

Donated
By other
sides

2 days

Sulaimani

To support poor people to continue
their study.

1.1.310.11

3.

3403.

2 days

Chamchamal

To support the children from
villages.

111.310.11

3.

33...

2 days

Sulaimani

To care about the disabled people
and enhance their capacities.

131.310.11

60

33003.

2 days

311.310.11

0..

026...

2 days

Kirkuk

To help the students keep clean
and be healthy students1
To reduce the drug trafficking and
making people of those are to be
aware about the effect and
dangeriousity of such drugs.

Martyr Kanabi School
Providing magazine, sport
18.

clothes and stationaries to
Gawrade.
Providing needs to Runaki

19.

Institute in Sulaimani.
Providing needs for poor

20.

students.

Barika and
Bazian

Providing needs for
21.

handicapped Students.

031.310.11

31

33....

3 days

Benasa, Sone,
Shene and
Hero

001.310.11

16.

Donated by
other sides

3 days

Sulaimani

Supporting children and making
them feel happy.

131.410.11

40

133000

2 days

Runaki
Institute in
Sulaimani

To support sightless students and
encouraging them to interact with
community as normal individuals.

Opening several awareness
22.

23.

courses about drugs.
Distributing gifts among
children in Nergiz center and
Hiwa institute
Providing sport needs to

24.

sightless students.

To support poor students.
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Opening a psychological
25.

course to sightless students.

26.

Opening an empowerment
course to raise the capacity
of women

.31.410.11

124

164500

2 days

Chamchamal
and new
Halabja

To support sightless students and
encouraging them to interact with
community as normal individuals.

031.410.11

04

012...

2 days

Zharawa

To support and enhance the
economical side of those women

0.1.410.11

200

Donated by
other sides

4 days

Sulaimani

To care about those children who
got cancer

Distributing gifts among
27.

children of Hiwa hospital.

28.

Providing equipment to Hiwa
Institute in Sulaimani.

.21.410.11

100

120000

2 days

Sulaimani

29.

Providing equipment to
students of a dormitory in
Erbil.

.41.410.11

40

4165000

2 days

Erbil

.11.410.11

346

Donated by
other sides

2 days

Hawraman
and Penjwen
area

To care about children of rural
areas and encouraging them to
study

041.410.11

33

031...

1 month

Sulaimani

To support poor students to learn
English

.11.410.11

36

200000

12 days

Rania

To promote sport in that area as
well as those who want to practice
such kinds of sports

.11.210.11

2.

Donated by
other sides

1 day

Sulaimani

To support the children of
kindergartens in Sulaimani

Distributing gifts among
30.

children.
An English course for poor

31.

students
Supporting King box hall in

32.

Rania.

To provide and support those
children who are in need of
support and service
To support the martyred students
and providing the necessary
equipment of dormitory

Distributing gifts among
33.

children of Sardam
kindergarten.
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An awareness course about
first aid during firefighters to
34.

directorate of violence

131.210.11

13

64500

1 day

Sulaimani

To aware people to act in a proper
way during accidents.

1 month

Sulaimani

Supporting poor students to learn
English Language

against women.

35.

Continuity of the English

33

Language course.
A course about learning to
36.

draw pictures to poor

.31.210.11

100

Donated by
other sides

3 days

Qalawa/Sulai
mani

To introduce children with painting

.41.210.11

1.1

Donated by
other sides

2 days

Said Sadiq
and
Piramagroon

To care about the children of rural
areas and providing their needs

131.210.11

70

453250

2 days

Erbil and
Sulaimani

Introducing those people to the
ways of performing first aid acts

131.210.11

2000

347000

1 month

All areas of
Kurdistan

To aware people about this
disease and the ways of protection

.31.210.11

20

735500

5 days

Sulaimani

To support the health employees
to be much familiar with those
rules

121.210.11

70

103...

1 day

Sulaimani

To introduce the defects of bubbler
and the bad consequences that
may come after using it

children.
Providing gifts for poor
132

children.
An awareness course about
38.

first aid during firefighters to
12 directorates
Publishing and distributing

39.

2000 leaflets about E-coli.
A TOT course to employees

40.

of Health directorate
An awareness course about

41.

the disadvantages of
Bubbler.
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2 days

Sulaimani

To support and encourage the
sightless people to read, continue
their life and daily activities

1 month

All areas of
Kurdistan

To aware the pregnant women of
Kurdistan about that period of life
and how to deliver a healthy child
to community

1 month

Sulaimani,
Koya,
Warmawa,
Bazyan, Arbat
and Allay

To support the orphan children

Providing books to DANG
42.

library.

21/8/2011

200

200...

Publishing and Distributing
43.

500 booklets about

22/8/2011

500

380000

pregnancy

Providing stationaries
44.

among orphan children.

1/8/2011

241

8/8/2011

178

288000

3 days

Said sadiq,
Sulaimani and
Darbandikhan

To help and support the
handicapped ones in Kurdistan

1/8/2011

40

392450

1 month

Slulaimani

To support those poor students
who cannot enter private English
institutes

8/9/2011

120

220000

3 weeks

Shorsh

To encourage young people to
continue practicing sport

27/9/2011

250

600000

1 week

Rania,
Hajiawa,

To aware youth about the
problems and supporting them to

Providing health and
educational equipment to
45.

handicapped and
and martyred students
A Pre-intermediate English

46.

Language course for poor
students
Providing sport needs to

47.

Martyr Rebaz Soccer field in
Shorsh

48.

Social and psychological
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Sarkapkan
and
Chwarqurna

awareness course to
preparatory schools

solve their problems in a healthy
way.

Opening sewing course to
49.

20 Anfal women in

21/9/2011

13

950750

2 weeks

Chamchamal

To support the Anfal families and
providing a source of living

14/9/2011

33

3.03.

1 day

Hiwa Hospital
in Sulaimani

To care about the health sector
and facilitating between the
patients and health sector officer1

To support and aware the
pregnant women of that area and
making them to be much familiar
with that period of their live
To support the young people and
students of those area

Chamchamal.
An awareness course about
50.

relation between nurses and
patients
Training Health employees

51.

and opening a pregnancy

4/10/2011

3

2446750

2 weeks

Chamchamal,
Sangaw,
Takia and
Shorsh.

1/1/2011

1000

27000000

9 months

Koya

20/10/2011

50

3600000

2 days

Khanaqin

To support other NGOs to serve
people

19/10/2011

100

Donated by
other sides

1 day

Sulaimani

To keep and protect the history
and culture of our nation1

1/11/2011

700

1069000

1 day

Sulaimani

care unit
Supporting Dildar youth
52.

center for 9 months
providing 5 computer sets to

53.

5 charitable NGOs in
Khanaqeen

54.

Donating 3 antique Statue to
Sulaimani Museum
Providing educational needs

55.

to Peshmarga Preparatory
school
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To support Peshmargas to
continue their study and be
liberated people

Sponsoring 152 students to
56.

study BA at Chihan

1/1/2011

152

3330.....

1 year

All areas of
Kurdistan

To support Kurdish students to
study and be an active member to
the community in future

1/12/2011

10

3000000

2 years

Chamchamal

To support poor students to
continue their study

university

57.

Sponsoring 10 students to
study at Technical Institute
of Chamchamal.

Total

10410
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Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Amount (ID)
335.615333
315.3.5333
335..15333
335..15333
3.5...5.33
3.5...5.33
33511.5..3
3356.35..3
335..35333
1.5...5..3
335...5333
3.5.335333
Total : 547.702.554
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